MOHAWK OPAQUE MACHINE INSERTABLE ENVELOPES

Get the design and response benefits of a traditional A-style envelope with the machine insertability features of a booklet style envelope. Mohawk Opaque A-style machine-insertable envelopes are perfect for applications where balancing cost, performance, and visual appeal is a must.

Mohawk Opaque machine insertable envelopes have a true A-style square flap. This unique, appealing feature sets them apart from most insertable designs which, in fact, booklet envelopes with rounded corner wallet style flaps. All six sizes are stocked and ready for immediate shipment.

Other Mohawk and Strathmore grades are available as A-style machine-insertable envelopes as part of our 3-10 day quick turn program.

- Unique A-style square flap
- Stocked in six announcement sizes
- Readily available for same-day shipping
- Reliable on press and on inserting machines
- 96-Bright white shade
- High opacity 70 text
- 10% Postconsumer waste fiber content
- Acid-free and archival
- Opaque Vellum White 70 text

For samples or to buy envelopes contact your local envelope supplier or visit mohawkconnects.com.

Mohawk envelopes are manufactured with windpower by offsetting emissions from purchased electricity with Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) from Green-e certified windpower projects. Visit www.mohawkconnects.com/environment for more information.

Printed on Mohawk Superfine Smooth, Ultrawhite 80c/216 gsm.
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